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JavaScript has been detected disabled in this browser. To .com use the Twitter browser, enable JavaScript or switch to a supported browser. You can find a list of supported browsers in the Help Center. Help CenterShare the company in this article does not have a mobile version of the Battle Royale hit Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout,
developer Meditonic had to clarify. A video called Play fall guy on mobile appeared on YouTube over the weekend, and since then, more videos have started making. This has caused questions about whether the iOS or Android version of the title exists. If you see the mobile version of the ads, they're scams, Mediatonic warned on its Fall
Guys Twitter account, a message to users that games published by Devolver are only available on PC and PS4. For one of the videos that appeared on YouTube, Mediatonic also pointed out how blatantly fake it was: They're literally playing the video and pretending to play it. The screen literally displays the mouse cursor. The Fall Guys
were released in early August and were an instant hit, reaching 1.5 million players in 24 hours. Currently only available on two platforms, Mediatonic said in its website FAQ that it wanted to bring the game further down the platform. The studio confirmed on Twitter last week that the team is focused solely on PC and PS4 for now.
Medicanic and its sister companies, developer Fortited Games and publishing label Irregular Corporation, recently grouped together under the Tonic Games Group brand. Share this article The companies in this article do not have a mobile version of the Battle Royale hit Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout, developer Meditonic had to clarify. A
video called Play fall guy on mobile appeared on YouTube over the weekend, and since then, more videos have started making. This has caused questions about whether the iOS or Android version of the title exists. If you see the mobile version of the ads, they're scams, Mediatonic warned on its Fall Guys Twitter account, a message to
users that games published by Devolver are only available on PC and PS4. For one of the videos that appeared on YouTube, Mediatonic also pointed out how blatantly fake it was: They're literally playing the video and pretending to play it. The screen literally displays the mouse cursor. The Fall Guys were released in early August and
were an instant hit, reaching 1.5 million players in 24 hours. Currently only available on two platforms, Mediatonic said in its website FAQ that it wanted to bring the game further down the platform. The studio confirmed on Twitter last week that the team is focused solely on PC and PS4 for now. Medicanic and its sister companies,
developer Fortited Games and publishing label Irregular Corporation, recently grouped together under the Tonic Games Group brand. Fall Guys: The Ultimate Knockout. Credit: Meditonic Meditonic, developer of the newly released Battle Royale game, Fall Guys:Knockout has warned players about scams that make their way around
YouTube about the fake mobile version of the popular game. Medicon took to Twitter to call the Fall Guys Mobile YouTube channel and sponsored an ad for the game's mobile port, which has since been confirmed to be fake. If you see a mobile version of the ad, they're a scam, reads part of the tweet. The video in question and its
channel, which has since been taken down, showed a person playing Fall Guys mobile Berisson on his phone at first point. However, Mediatonic called the video they are literally playing the video and pretending to play it [and] literally have a mouse cursor on the screen. Check out Medion Tonic's full tweet below. Fall Guys is only
available if you see a mobile version of the ad a) they literally play the video and pretend to play it) literally have a mouse cursor on the screen) I don't want to live on this planet anymore) I don't want to live in the sun pic.twitter.com/ZKfw5gVaqW - Fall Guys  (@FallGuysGame On August 17, the 2020 scam video also linked players to a
website called fallguysmobile.com, which is not affiliated with the game's developers in any way.com. Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout is the second high-profile game to be the target of such scams in the past month, alongside Cyberpunk 2077. CD Projekt RED has alerted gamers about the continued circulation of emails, including
fraudulent beta invitations. If you've been contacted by a third party (such as an advertising agency) who claims to be working with us, you can think it's not real, the developer said. In another tweet, a fan asked if there was a formal beta period for the long-awaited game. Earlier this month, NME's Alan Wen called It Fall Guys: Ultimate
Knockout, in a four-star review, take on the casual, chaotic original Battle Royale (i.e., the joy of always continuing to go to another round). Privacy Policy EULAAsset Usage Guidelines Issues Tracker Newsletter SignupXSummit Fall Man's official Twitter account has squashed rumors of a fall guy on mobile and has a say in fake ads
spreading online. The Fall Guys are only out for about two weeks, but the game is very popular. With popular Twitch streamers showing off their fun and players already getting incredibly hard results, the game is picking up more steam online. However, it says all videos about the game are sincere, and the game's social media accounts
are reaching out to fans to let them know about the situation. As the fall guy's popularity grew, many clips made their way around online showing off funny failures and impressive wins. Many skins of characters also nod to other games, like major brandsWalmart, Chuck E Cheese are trying to get their skins in the game as well. While
many fans enjoy watching the content of the Fall Guys, some spam videos also pop up, promoting the mobile version of the game and appearing to have gained more than 500,000 views. The game's Twitter account is usually full of fun and banter, but it has become temporarily serious to alert players to scam videos plaguing sites like
YouTube. Fall Guys' official account specifically told fans that the game was only available on PC and PS4, despite the video allegedly showing off the game on mobile. In addition to making sure that these videos are false, the account decided to have some fun at the expense of one of these videos. Fall Guys is only available on
PC&amp;PS4 If you look at the mobile version of the ads, they are scammers) They are literally playing the video and pretending to play it) literally, there is a mouse cursor on the screen) I don't want to live on this planet anymore) I The official Twitter account of pic.twitter.com/ZKfw5gVaqW Fall Man in the Sun is crushing rumors of a fall
guy on mobile Fall Guys is only out for about two weeks, but the game is very popular. With popular Twitch streamers showing off their fun and players already getting incredibly hard results, the game is picking up more steam online. However, it says all videos about the game are sincere, and the game's social media accounts are
reaching out to fans to let them know about the situation. As the fall guy's popularity grew, many clips made their way around online showing off funny failures and impressive wins. Many skins of characters also nod to other games, and major brands such as Target, Walmart and Chuck E Cheese are trying to get their skins in the game as
well. While many fans enjoy watching the content of the Fall Guys, some spam videos also pop up, promoting the mobile version of the game and appearing to have gained more than 500,000 views. The game's Twitter account is usually full of fun and banter, but it has become temporarily serious to alert players to scam videos plaguing
sites like YouTube. Fall Guys' official account specifically told fans that the game was only available on PC and PS4, despite the video allegedly showing off the game on mobile. In addition to making sure that these videos are false, the account decided to have some fun at the expense of one of these videos. Fall Guys, if you look at the
mobile version of the ad, they're scammers) they literally play the video and if they pretend to play it) there's literally a mouse cursor on the screen) I don't want to live on this planet anymore) in the sun I pic.twitter.com/ZKfw5gVaqW pic.twitter.com/ZKfw5gVaqW I detected that I'm disabled in this browser. To .com use the Twitter browser,
enable JavaScript or switch to a supported browser. You can seeIt provides browser features supported by the Help Center. Help Center Center
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